
SCHARFFEN BERGER CHOCOLATE MARKETING

In , looking to expand their arm in the craft chocolate market, Hershey purchased Scharffen Berger (Lubow). As a result
of the Hershey.

When John Scharffenberger produced two bottles of a potent tea-infused liqueur called Qi , there was no
turning back. However, the third party authenticator that Hershey used to certify Scharffen Berger cacao was
the Rainforest Alliance. A hint of honey and vanilla? San Francisco is a chocolate travel hub, and I plan to
return again and again. Just as Child had sought to bring the finest French cooking techniques to kitchens
across America, Scharffen Berger, founded in , sought to bring the experience of the finest European craft
chocolate to American consumers. However, the acquisition by Hershey has proved to be fruitful for Scharffen
Berger in other ways. This is not only due to the increasing consumer knowledge of dark chocolate health
benefits, appreciation of richer chocolate flavour and availability of premium chocolate retailers or some other
reasons; but also result from the faith which the company insist on producing chocolate of the highest quality
possible from the finest cacao beans available, specially focus on the taste by using the high quality process.
Winnower: Its function is to crack each cacao bean to separate the chocolate nib from the centre of the shell.
This begets the larger question, can fine craft chocolate maintain its craft character if it is owned by big
chocolate â€” or is the mismatch of values and goals too large for the two ever to co-exist? San Francisco
Chronicle, 26 July  Sarkar, Pia. Williams, Pam, and Jim Eber. Due in part to its early founding date, but also
because of its high profile supporters like Julia Child, Scharffen Berger in many ways became the
quintessential American craft small batch chocolate Nelson. But perhaps Kraft would be better about honoring
the artisanal excellence of my 85 percent bar than Hershey had been with the lamented  Feeling the pressure of
time, he sold his medical practice and traveled around Europe, where his adventures included two weeks
interning at French chocolatier, Bernachon, where he fell in love with the craft chocolate industry Nelson. A
box of Schnarffen Berger chocolate is on the way. Still, I began to think that maybe I was being too
pessimistic. Also in the conching process other ingredients such as sugar, vanilla and lecithin are added.
Vancouver: Wilmor,  How were we to conduct the chocolate taste test without chocolates? He soon composed
a letter in French asking Bernachon for an internship and was granted a brief two weeks with the small
company. More than two years have gone by since those Guatemalan days that started with Scharffen Berger
which Thor, who can forge his own pronunciation out of words in any language, called "Schnarffen Berger".
At the same time, its brand position and price segment for a high quality process in chocolate product makes
Scharffen Berger has less competition and build up a good reputation in premium segment, especially in the
US. On July 25, , Scharffen Berger announced that it was being bought by The Hershey Company [2] On
August 15, Hershey announced the completion of the acquisition. With the increased demand on the horizon
the ultimate bottleneck will be the potential of the East Coast location not opening on time, running into
machine malfunction, and potential staffing issues. As a result of the Hershey takeover, and to the
disappointment of craft chocolate enthusiasts, Scharffen Berger has faced tangible ethical labor, and
production problems surrounding its chocolate, and has handled these real problems with public relations
solutions, rather than tangible ones. But my saving grace may have been the hot chocolate I made every
morning--by whisking one-ounce bars of Scharffen Berger chocolate boxes of which I carefully nestled into
my suitcase every time I came back from the States into milk. Each of these seven steps has a specific capacity
and by analysing this value of each stage the various bottlenecks can be identified. Scharffen Berger had
moved operations to larger factory in Berkeley with close to employees Lubow. The roasting process requires
accurate temperature control to avoid changes in the quality of the final product. Scharffen Berger competes in
the premium segment of the chocolate market, accompanied by the likes of Godiva and Joseph Schmidt which
Harris also runs. Roasting: The Company roasts the different kinds of beans separately in order to enhance the
flavour of the cocoa beans. The above paragraph was my original opening for an essay about the chocolate
scene in San Francisco. Scharffen Berger was founded by an unlikely pair, a doctor and a winemaker, who
were both looking for a change in their lives.


